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Tension and drama in this thoughtful and well-balanced view of the
events and decisions leading up to the battle of Hastings, all told from
the point of view a young and likeable boy.
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CLANG! CLANG! CLANG!
The sounds of sword blades crashing against sword blades, and
axes smashing on wooden shields echoed from the battlefield a
thousand times over.

Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
Born in north London in November 1944, Jim Eldridge left school at 16 and did a variety of jobs,
including working on a production line and as a stoker in a blast furnace, before becoming a
teacher. He began writing in the 1970s while teaching in both primary and secondary schools in
disadvantaged areas of Luton. He became a full-time writer in 1978 and has written over 90 books
which have sold over three million copies. Concerned with the rising rates of illiteracy, particularly
amongst boys, the author has written ‘easy read’ books aimed at ‘reluctant readers’. He has also
written for radio and television, including Grange Hill, the seminal children’s TV drama.

What’s the story about?
1066 and Stamford Bridge is won, but before King Harold and the English army can rest, news
reaches the camp that the Norman army, led by Duke William, has landed at Hastings. So the
English army move south including Lord Wolf and his twelve-year-old son. Edwin is overjoyed to
be included in the battle, his first, but not so his scholarly friend, Osric who, unlike his father Lord
Bane, is appalled by the idea of war.
After spending a little time at home with their families, the English army leave and set up camp just
outside Duke William’s quickly assembled castle and consider tactics. Edwin bravely volunteers
to spy on the Normans and returns with the stunning information that the Normans are preparing to
do battle that very morning. As Edwin dresses for battle he considers what might happen.
The battle ensues and ends in victory for Duke William. Lord Wolf and Lord Bane are killed and
Edwin and Osric take their father’s bodies home to be buried believing that England is now ‘lost’.

Themes to look out for
• Importance of history
• Attitudes of the time
• Code of conduct
• Honour
• Warfare
• Friendship
• Differing types of bravery
• Father and son relationships
• Kindness
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Literary techniques

Setting
The imaginary world can

Presentation of character is
achieved through
•
•
•
•
•

What the character says
What the character does
What other characters say about them
How other characters react to them
How they are described in the narrative

•
•
•
•
•

Be a backdrop to the action
Reflect characters’ experiences
Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
Have its own culture and values
Cause conflict and distress

Characters
Edwin
Twelve-year-old Edwin is proud to be a warrior and, for most of the story, has a glorious view of war
and battle. His bravery is commendable and is driven by the desire that his father, whom he reveres,
should feel proud of him. He is beloved by his family and is a thoughtful soul. Sensing Osric’s
distress, he gives moral support throughout the story and offers him his last meal before the battle of
Hastings – even though he is hungry himself. Though he may be something of a product of his time,
his portrayal is a human one.

Osric
A reluctant warrior, the young Osric would rather be reading Latin than fighting. As a result he is a
melancholic soul. His role in the story is to challenge Edwin’s views of war, to highlight the pressures
and expectations that the eldest boy in a noble family had and to offer an alternative to the stereotypical
notion that all boys desired to fight.

Lord Wolf
A truly noble character, Lord Wolf is a brave, courageous fighter who nevertheless finds war and
the battleground a grim affair – a thing borne from necessity than desire – and is always ready to
check his son’s idealised view of war. Dutiful, his loyalty to the king never waivers even when it is
evident he does not agree with him and injects the story with a war-weary wisdom. He is revered and
well-loved, a humane character who treats his estate with fairness and his family with gentleness and
love – a massive contrast to Lord Bane’s approach. The author uses this character to show that strength
and kindness can co-exist successfully without challenging the idea of ‘manliness’.

A story nearly one thousand years old, its culture and values are very different from today: warrior
pride existed, boys were expected to go into battle from the age of six, those who worked on the Lord’s
estate were frontline fodder and girls...well, they didn’t really count for much then. The author shows
this without explicit authorial judgment, though inferences can be made that challenge. Modern
sensibilities cannot help but imprint themselves: Lord Wolf’s view of war is grim (therefore so is the
reader’s); the battle scenes are ugly and unglamorous; the stereotypical Lord Bane is condemned;
Osric’s fear and reluctance is treated well and understood by the main character, Edwin, and in turn
Osric encourages Edwin to weep for his dead father.

Narrative techniques
Although written in the third person, it is through Edwin’s point of view the reader sees the action
unfold and the world of 1066 come alive. The reader is drawn to him as he is the only character
whose inner thoughts and feelings are made known. This means we see
characters in the same way he does and we see and feel the battle at the
same time he does. This biased viewpoint adds great tension during
the Battle of Hastings scene, when obscured by the taller soldiers
around him, he is pushed around and can only hear the sounds of
war rather than see them. This lack of control gives him a sense
of vulnerability which at times is difficult for the reader to bear.

Lord Bane
Bane by name, bane by nature, this character encapsulates all that is wrong with the culture of the
time. Portrayed as the stereotypically unfeeling harsh Lord, he is a strict disciplinarian, disliked and
feared by all. To his family he is a dictatorial patriarch, to his serfs he is an unforgiving and exacting
brute and to his fellow soldiers he is someone to be wary of. He acts as a contrast to Lord Wolf and his
appearance in the novel serves to add tension.
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Structure

Language

Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the interest of the reader
Move the action from one episode to the next
Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
Create a moment of crisis
Create expectation or surprise

Beginning with the clamorous sounds of the Battle of Stamford Bridge, the reader’s attention is
immediately caught as the author begins to chronologically retell the events that lead up to and include
the famous Battle of Hastings. This is done from the point of view of a young boy so the reader only
sees what is going on at the same time as he does. Obscuring some of the action in this way adds to
the tension and drama of the novel, epitomized best in the aural rather than visual portrayal of the
Battle of Hastings where the dreadfulness of the scene is left entirely to the imagination of the reader.

Although this is a fictional account of the events leading up to and including the Battle of Hastings,
in no way is it a dry or simple retelling of key facts and ideas. The primary role of the language is
to interpretively attempt to re-create the sense of fear, uncertainty and doubt that modern readers
believe must have existed in the psyche of the warrior nearly a thousand years ago.
As Edwin dresses for battle, his thoughts are concerned with doubts and the unknown rather than
sureties. First he repeats the phrase ‘One problem...’ then he repeatedly uses ‘If...’ and finally he
repetitively uses the conditional tense, ‘...a hard blow could cut into it...[shields] would take a
blow from a sword...’. His musings not only highlight a vulnerable lack of certainty, but also show
the danger he will soon be putting himself in. This technique adds to the anxiety the reader feels
for Edwin as well as creating an element of suspense, something that is taken one step further a
few pages further on when he explicitly begins to question himself, ‘How would I fare? Would I
survive? If I did, would I be damaged?’
Another reason Edwin should be worried is the way the author presents William’s army. Described
in terms of size, it is intimidating: ‘...the Norman camp was enormous...huge wooden castle...vast
area...large fires’. Everything is bigger than big and inspires fear in the reader as well as perhaps
signalling a sense of inevitability – even if Harold hadn’t taken one in the eye, his days might have
been numbered anyway.
If you thought the presentation of the Battle of Stamford Bridge at the beginning of the story was
evocative, then the presentation of the Battle of Hastings is stifling and relentless. Giving a sense
that Harold’s army will be beaten from the start, once again William’s army is described in terms
of numbers – ‘thousands and thousands...row after row...hundreds and hundreds of horses ridden
by chain-mailed soldiers...’. It is a formidable sight. Once the battle starts, the author describes
it in terms of noise. Edwin hears ‘yells and shouts...the clash of metal...cries and yells and the
ear-splitting noise of heavy weapons clashing’. Hearing without seeing creates an almost greater
sense of chaos (and means the author can bypass describing the inevitable gore that sensitive
young children may not appreciate). When combined with the claustrophobic physicality of the
battle where ‘men behind me surged forward, pressing me forward...the men in front of me forced
back, forcing me back in turn...a whole mass of men moving as one, like the tide moving in
and out of the shore’, the battle is presented as having its own faceless gargantuan power, much
mightier than the individual. The horrors of battle are further depicted when Edwin realises he
is stepping on the ‘dead bodies of fallen soldiers’ – the matter-of-fact language making it all the
more horrific. The end comes ever closer with the Normans ‘galloping...and cutting into them...
launching themselves into an attack against our front line.’ The verbs are dynamic and, coming
one after the other, show a determined relentlessness within the Normans to finish the job.
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Special feature
Fictionalising History

In ‘fictional history’, the author gives
a fictional voice to a real historical
character or fictionalises ‘facts’. This can
be done not only to entertain, but also to
reflect issues in contemporary society.

Fictionalising history (as opposed to Historical Fiction genre) has had a literary presence since
Shakespeare’s history plays, though it is only recently that it seems to be causing controversy.
Historical fiction differs in that it uses the historical setting to tell a story without necessarily
including a real cast of characters or events...though they may lurk in the background. Some
see fictionalising history as a stirring and important portal for children – and adults – to access a
diverse range of historical figures, ideas and events while others think it ‘contaminates historical
understanding’.*
One issue that arises from fictionalising history is the matter of accuracy.
In I Was There...1066, the author presents the key events leading up to the Battle of Hastings,
artfully including the ongoing argument amongst historians as to the reasons why Harold lost
and William won. However, woven within are fictional characters and incredulous heroic events,
for example Edwin’s undercover spying at the Norman camp. This is not a fact, but a tantalising
literary fiction that cranks up the feeling of peril for the reader of the story while at the same time
presenting the enemy as humans, just like themselves.
And so this matter of accuracy throws up a gamut of questions. Can the author ever convey the
‘truth’ of the period? Does using an authentic vocabulary matter? Is it ever permissible for the
author to be selective or alter the chain of events? In what ways is an author’s interpretation
different from an historian’s? While the depth of answers to some of these questions may be
beyond the children you teach, it is always worth asking the question to encourage critical thinking.
* Niall Ferguson
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Social and
historical context
Find out about King Harold of England and his brother Tostig.
Research Harald Hardrada and his battle with Harold.

Debate

Why do people fight?
Should people ever be made to fight?
The nature of battle has changed since 1066. Do you think it has changed
for the better or worse?
Is there a difference between a soldier and a warrior?
What does each word suggest to you?
Should children ever be involved in war? Why or why not?
How important is it that a fiction about an historical event or
figure is historically accurate?

Learn about the events of 1066. What did you know already? What did you learn?
What do you know about Edward the Confessor? Find out what you can
and decide whether he was a good or bad king.
When did arrows come into use in battle?
Who used them first?

Facts
Pictures
and objects
Explore pictures of the following: a sword, scabbard, shield,
two-handed battle axe, arrows and chain mail. Find out what each is
called and how they were used. Which would be the most useful in battle?

Find the following places on a map:
Stamford Bridge; Sevenoaks; Otford; London; Hastings;
Pevensy; Caldbec Hill
What is a ‘Council of War’?
What is a scabbard?
Find ten facts about the Norman Duke William/William the Conqueror?
What facts can you find about his life before he conquered England?

Look at pictures of the Bayeux tapestry.
What impressions does it give of the Norman army?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques

Read to the end of Chapter 1
Focus on...

• The effectiveness of the opening
• Depiction of battle

2

Read to the end of Chapter 2
Focus on...

• Presentation of Edwin and Osric
• The world of 1066
• The events leading up to the Battle of Hastings

Things to discuss
Character: What do you learn about Osric and Edwin in this section? Are they what you expected?
Why do you say that? Which of the two boys can you associate yourself with most and why?
What is your opinion of Lord Band and Lord Wolf? Who do you prefer? How do they differ?
Setting: Look at the things the characters say and do. What does this tell you about the world of
1066? How is it different to the world today? Have attitudes changed?
How is education different from 1066 to today?

Things to discuss

Character: What do you learn about Edwin in this section? He takes ‘great pride’ (p.7) at watching his
father in the battle. What do your parents do that make you proud of them?
How do you think Edwin and Osric felt at the end of Chapter 1? Are we told how they feel or do we have
to infer? Have you been given enough information to infer?
What are your impressions of the soldiers? Why do you think Harold’s army chased after the retreating
Vikings? Were they right to do so?
Setting: What are your impressions of the battlefield?
What does the word ‘strewn’ (p.6) suggest about the battlefield?
Language: What do the words ‘crashing’ and ‘smashing’ suggest about the battle? (p.1)
What does the phrase ‘raged on’ suggest about the nature of the battle? (p.7)
What is a squire?

Structure: How did you feel after reading the last sentence of this chapter? What were you told
in the chapter that makes it so frightening and full of foreboding?
Story: Who do you believe should be the rightful king? Did anything in this chapter surprise you?
What, if anything, have you learnt about 1066 after reading this chapter?

Things to do...
Osric says in Chapter 2 ‘I remember what people tell me about our history...It’s important if we
are to understand why things are the way they are’ (p.16). Choose something that is going on in
the world today and find out the history behind it. It could be a serious current affairs issue or
something light-hearted.

Tostig is described as ‘treacherous’ (p.6). What does treacherous mean? What other words could you
use instead? What is the opposite of treacherous?
Structure: What did you think of the opening? What did the opening three words suggest about the type
of story you were going to read?
Why do you think the author opened the story with noise?
We view the story from Edwin’s point of view. What effect does seeing the action from a distance have
on you?

Things to do...
Expand your vocabulary as you read. Write down any new or interesting words you meet. Find out what
they mean and look for at least two synonyms and one antonym. The challenge is to have fun using these
words either in conversation or in your own writing.
Recreate the sounds of battle and record them. Listen to your own and others. In what ways do they
differ and in what ways are they similar. What kind of effect were you after? Did you succeed?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 4
Focus on...
• Characters’ differing attitudes
• Harald’s decision

4

Read to the end of Chapter 6
Focus on...
• Contrast between Lord Wolf and
Lord Bane
• Family life

Things to discuss

Things to discuss
Character: How is King Harald presented? Look at what he says and the way he is described.
How far do you agree with his decision to head south immediately? What would you have done?

Character: Look at the words the author uses to describe the way Lord Bane speaks. What do
they tell you about him?

Examine the different reactions of Osric and Edwin when they learn they are to become warriors.
What does each character’s reaction tell you about them?

How is Lord Wolf’s family presented? In what ways does their behaviour contrast with the
behaviour of Lord Bane’s family? Whose is the more formal?

How do you feel towards Osric in this section? Why?

How do you think Edwin’s mother and sisters must have felt while he and his father was away?

What do Edwin and Osric’s fathers’ reactions to Edwin’s lack of enthusiasm to be being a warrior
reveal about each character?

What does the last line of Chapter 5 tell you about how Edwin’s mother has been feeling?

How good a friend is Edwin?

Setting: How does Lord Wolf’s home and estate compare to Lord Bane’s? Who do you think
has the right approach?

How are the father/son relationships presented?

Whose estate would you prefer to be a part of? Why do you say that?

Setting: What seems unfair about the way of life in 1066? Is it a time you find appealing?
Why or why not?
Language: What does the word ‘trundled’ (p.26) suggest about the speed in which the men
travelled?

Things to do...
Lord Wolf tells his son that he may fight at the age of 13 and that he did so himself at
the age of 10. What do you think of this? How would you feel about the idea of
fighting a life or death battle?
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Things to do...
Make your own sword and shield and practice
being a warrior. What skills do you need?
Make a list of all the characters you have
met so far and put them in order of who
you like most to least, giving reasons for
your choices.
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Read to the end of Chapter 11
Focus on...

• Creating a sense of danger and drama

Things to discuss

Character: What do Edwin’s actions tell you about him?
How are the Norman soldiers presented in Chapter 9? Are they what you expected?
Who do you think has to fear most, Lord Bane or the Normans?

• How the author creates a sense of
vulnerability and uncertainty within the
English camp and prepares the reader for the
idea of defeat.

Things to discuss

Character: Edwin focuses on possible problems at the beginning of Chapter 12 (p.90–91). Is
this a good thing? How might it help or hinder him? Why do you think he is thinking like this?

What role do you expect Lord Bane to play now in the story?

What do the questions Edwin asks himself in Chapter 12 (p.94) tell you about the way he must
be feeling?

What do you like most about Lord Wolf? What do you think he meant when he told
Edwin ‘If only it were that simple!’ (p.88).

Edwin advises Osric to run away at the end of Chapter 12. Is he right? What would you advise
him?

Setting: What are your impressions of the Norman camp?

What does it suggest about Osric when he refuses to run away?

Why do you think the author has the action taking part at night in Chapters 9 and 10?
What does it add to the feel of the action?

Edwin offers Osric his food at the end of Chapter 12 (p.96). What is the significance of this?
Look at the way Osric is described at the beginning of Chapter 13. What might he be thinking?

Language: What does the word ‘summoning’ mean? Find other words with a similar
meaning and rank them in terms of their forcefulness. Where does summoning rank?

Setting: What are your impressions of the English battle line in Chapter 13? Do they seem
impregnable or vulnerable?

Look at the words used to describe the Norman camp (p.66–67). What do the words
have in common? How do these words make the Norman camp seem?

Language: Look at the opening paragraph of Chapter 12. What words or phrases suggest
uncertainty? How might this uncertainty affect Edwin? How does it make you feel towards
Edwin and the English?

The words all relate to size: enormous, huge, vast and large. They are meant to
show how intimidating William’s army is compared to Harald’s.

‘psst...’
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Read to the end of Chapter 13
Focus on...

Story: Does the author in anyway prepare you for the English defeat? Why do you say that?
What are your thoughts and feelings about Edwin’s situation at the end of the section?

Structure: At what points in this section did you feel a sense of danger or tension?
What did the author do to make you feel that way?
Story: What do you think will happen next?

Things to do...
Highlight the words or phrases that suggest uncertainty, doubt and vulnerability
in Chapter 12. You could create a chart.

Things to do...
In what ways is Lord Bane the villain of the story? What characteristics does he have
of a typical villain?
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Read to the end of the story
Focus on...
• The battle scene

Things to discuss

Character: At the beginning of Chapter 14, Lord Wolf states, ‘I want this to be a day
he [Edwin] will always remember...’ Lord Wolf thinks he will remember it because he
thinks it will be the day the English beat William. What other reasons might it be a day
he will remember? What do you know that has made you say that? Knowing what you
do about the outcome of the battle, how does this statement make you feel towards Lord
Wolf and his situation?
Setting: How has the author made the battle scene appear? What has he done to make
you say this?
Is the battle portrayed as a glorious or a horrific event?
Narrative: Whose point of view do you see the story from? What is good and bad
about this?
The story ends with ‘England was lost’. Whose viewpoint do you think this is from?
Why do you say that? How far do you agree with this statement?
Structure: Even though you know the outcome of the ending, how did the author
manage to keep you interested in the events?
When the battle is being described from Edwin’s point of view, the reader only gets to
hear the sounds of battle. How does it make you feel towards the events? Does this
technique make the battle seem more or less horrific?
What do you learn about the battle situation from the description of Lord Wolf’s face at
the end of Chapter 14 (p.109)?
How does the author create a sense of tension and drama in this section?
Language: Look at the words used to describe the Norman army at the beginning of
Chapter 14 (p.105). What makes them appear formidable?
Repetition – row after row, thousands and thousands, hundreds and hundreds.

‘psst...’

What words suggest the battle is disorientating and uncomfortable for Edwin?
What does the word ‘onslaught’ (p.108) suggest about the battle?
What do you notice about the sentence structure at the end of Chapter 15 compared to
the beginning of Chapter 16? What effect does each sentence choice have? Why do
you think the author decided to make such a contrast?
Story: What was the saddest part of the story for you?
What image in the story has stayed with you most?
Why do you think the author chose to ‘kill off’ Lord Wolf and Lord Bane? How did you
feel about their deaths?
Edwin and Osric disagree about the reasons for the English defeat. From what you have
read, why do you think the English lost?
How far do you think the story portrays the truth of the historical event?
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After reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Battle sounds
Imagine you have been asked to adapt the last
section of the story for radio which includes the
battle scene. What sounds will you include? What
dialogue from the book will you use or create
yourself? Will you have a narrator or not?

Wish you were here?
Think of an important event in history that interests you and
write about it as though you were there. What historical facts
will you include? What fictional characters and events might
you mention to add interest to your story?

Picture this!
Using the bayeaux tapestry as a stimulus, create your own
class pictorial story of the events in the book. Instead of
using embroidery, perhaps think of what other media you
might use. You may want to consider using ICT as a
means of illustration.
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Memorable quotes
After the battle we buried our own dead, but left the dead Vikings to the
crows. That evening, we sat by the fires and listened to the soldiers
telling tales of the battle.
As long as I can remember, we seem to have been in a state of war
with someone, with allegiances switching from one to another, and
then back again.
As trainee warriors, we first learnt our duties by being pages to our
fathers, looking after their weapons, and at the same time we learnt to
use weapons of our own.
My school days seem a long time ago now as we stand here looking at
the battlefield.
‘His good name is more important to him than anything. Or any of us.
He treats us all badly.’
‘I can handle a sword and a spear and a shield, but I don’t wish to.
And that is what my father refuses to hear.’
‘ There is more to this life than fighting and wars, Edwin,’ he said.
‘ There are mysteries to be solved. Why does the sun rise in the
morning? Where does it go at night? Why are days shorter in the
winter than summer? Where do birds go to in winter?’
The massive space at the top of the ridge was already filling up as we
reached the outer-front line, and as we passed between the hardened,
battle-scarred warriors of the front to join the rest of the army on the
ridge, I felt an enormous sense of pride. I was no longer an onlooker,
I was one of them – a warrior!

And so we loaded our fathers’ bodies on to the horses and tied them
on so they would not fall off, and began our long journey home.
The Battle of Hastings was over.
England was lost.
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